www.cannabisanalysts.com
● New York ● Miami ● California ● Texas
Cannabis Analysts is among the leading business research & analyses firms in the burgeoning legal
marijuana industry. We have a profound appreciation for business-building and possess in-depth industry
acumen, and our goal is to help clients become the pioneers of this exciting, emerging industry in a
responsible, legal, and, importantly, profitable manner. We provide insight into business trends and
industry insights aimed at helping entrepreneurs and investors gain an edge as pioneers and risk-takers.
Through its team of finance & business professionals and network of industry experts and collaborators,
Cannabis Analysts continues to help multiple entrepreneurs, companies, and investors through the
complexities of starting-up, investing and operating new ventures.
Service Offerings
•
•
•
•

Venture Assessment
Addressable Market Analysis
Approval-Process Assistance
Financial Projections and Cost

•
•
•
•

Strategic Planning
Risk Planning & Management
Business Operations/Workflow Consulting
Business Design & Performance Improvement

Representative Projects
 Helped develop seed stage and Series A round presentations and $3 million funding plan for dispensary
looking to raise capital (4 weeks).
 Reviewed business plan for vertically integrated participant interested in entering the Southern California
market (1.5 weeks).
 Performed in-depth addressable market analysis for Massachusetts-based investors tackling RMD
approval process; helped evaluate risks and forward-paths (3 weeks).
 Developed professional, Wall Street investment banking quality financial model for Canadian company to
use for fundraising with detailed 5-year assumptions on customer adoption and operating leverage related
to COGS/SG&A as key drivers to achieving business profitability (2 weeks).
 Competitive analysis of regional medical marijuana industry in Denver and impact of legalization of
recreational marijuana on profitability; competitive analysis of pricing power and market share of top
dispensaries normalized for type of operation and product diversity (6 weeks).
How We Can Help You (sample proposal)
 Phase I: Research addressable market and understand patient type from publicly available health records,
physician behavior and other information (desktop review), as well as surveying market experts and existing
participants based on availability.
 Understand preliminary tax implications of owning non-arms length service companies providing operations
and related services to a non-profit, and qualification under IRS as well as risks and precedents/penalties.
 Phase II: Review and help develop your financial model and projections while incorporating above
information both from a market and structuring point of view. Better understand potential evolution of the
market through probability-weighted high, medium, and low growth scenarios.
 Phase III: Work with you (to extent feasible) to help with information requests, additional application stage
reviews and feedback from MA DPH and follow-ups from other entities.
Disclaimer: The information contained in this document is for general guidance on matters of interest only. The specific application and impact of laws and regulations can vary widely based on the
specific facts and localities involved. The information is provided with the understanding that the authors are not herein engaged in rendering legal, accounting, tax, or other professional advice and
services. As such, it should not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional accounting, tax, legal or other competent advisers in those spaces. Cannabis Analysts is not responsible for any
errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this information. All information in this document is provided "as is", with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the
results obtained from the use of this information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including, but not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose. The examples are included merely to illustrate process and strategy and should not be assumed that any of the service offerings discussed in this presentation have been or will be profitable, or
that recommendations made in the future will be profitable. In no event will Cannabis Analysts, its related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, agents or employees thereof be liable to you or
anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information herein or for any consequential, special or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

